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From the People Who Brought You Vietnam ...

The Cambridge Project
Quietly and with little fanfare , the Pentagon, Harvard University, and MIT are in the process of setting up a computerized
foreign policy joint-operations center in Cambridge. To be known as the ''Cambridge Project," it will provide , according to the
informative brochure issued by the Defense Department, a vastly more convenient and direct computer hook-up between HarvardMIT social scientists and the crisis-managers in Washington who produced and directld such earlier "hits" as Guatemala, Greece,
and - lest we forget - Vietnam.
The Cambridge Project, already approved for MIT and now proposed for Harvard, involves $7.6 million in funds from the
Defense.Department's Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) over a 7-year period. The plan is to link the MIT computer
with several similar computers at places like the Stanford Research Institute and RAND Corporation and about 15 other universities, including - if approved - a console at Harvard. A terminal in the Pentagon will give the military crisiH1W1agers a direct
ti~in. An additional possibility is that professors and businessmen with sufficient cash and prestige may be able to purchase
their very own consoles - for office or home.
For several years social scientists at MIT and Harvard and other universities have been collecting countless (and until now
probably useless) volumes of data on movements for social change around the world. This contract will provide the funds to
develop the computer "software" - programs and techniques - which will yield quick, reliable information on how people in
any given village anywhqe are affected by a number of social variables - mass media, education, their "distressing" Uving
conditions, etc. These data will now be made instantly accessible to the Pentagon via computer link-up.
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Translated into English, this means that simple brute force is no
longer adequate to deal with the innumerable "threats" from
around the Third World, as millions of tons of bombs in Vietnam
eloquently demonstrate. Guns no longer suffice, they must have
usable ideas. And who better than our revered professors to give
them those ideas?
Most important, at what point do those ideas become converted
into action? To cite an overused, but illustrious, example, can the
average Harvard student discern the point at" which Prof. Huntington's
(Cong. Rec., 8/12/69)
"research" on South Vietnamese politics magically becomes
"action" (trips to Vietnam on government funds, advice to same,
writing a "constitution" for Thieu and Ky)??? The IBM 7094
~bri~e Project co~_puter_ at ~T would effectively transform ideas ( data on peasants, political structures, loyalty values)
directl~ mto ~ble military mtelligence , thereby further blurring the distinction between Cambridge and Washington. The
Cambndge ProJect will help make a brand-new Vietnam possible in Latin America Africa or some other unbombed
rtio
of Asia.
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Should You tlltd I Be Wont«li'..•.••••••...••"··········To TM Point ofAction?
The Cambridge Project would provide instant information for the Pentagon to suppre• peuant uprising., ill Latin America,

u the ~IA did to Ch~.~ Bolivia; it would giYe·to the military fingertip control over the sort of political expertise necemry
to marupulate the political systems of other nations, u Prof. Huntington does right now in South Vietnam but without the aid

of a direct computer tio-in.

•

~e ~bridge ':°ject would, in fact, be a highly sophisticated weapon ·i n the foreign-and domatk-pollcy anenaI and
thw mdispensable 11d for the continuation of 20 yean' American hegemony (imperialism for short) in Vietnam the
Dominican Republic, Iran, and elaewhere.
•

What to do?

In this case, -appeals to "academic freedom" -the sacred right of the mandarinintellectual-bureauaat-professor to do "his thing"-are totally
beside the point. Academic freedom cannot be a cover-up
for murder. In reality, the Cambridge Project is a straightforward, politically committed, and integral part of the
American government.

The project is nothing less than a flimsily disguised
license to kill for the government; and the participation
of academics in it ( even if they do not literally push the
button or pull the trigger) is absolutely reprehensi"ble.
They become, in effect, paid murderers.
Equally important, the Cambridge Project more clearly
places the universities in collusion with the practice and
goals of American foreign policy. Vietnam is Jwdly an
extraordinary exception, and we can certainly look forward
to more of the same in the future. The passm acceptance
of the Cambridge Project would, then, make all of us willing
and conscious accomplices to still more horror.

Can there be any other condusion? The Huntingtons,
the Pools, the Popkins have long since passed from
thought to action. We must do the same. The
Cambridge Project must be stopped dead in its
tracks at Harvard and reversed at MIT, before our
honorable professors are given the opportunity to program
new mass murders, 5,000 miles away, by remote-control
computer. There is still time to stop it.

The good is evil's last invention. Thus
The maker of catastrophe invents the eye
And through the eye equates ten thousand deaths

With a single well-tempered apricot, or, say,
An egg-plant of good air...

-Joo ~ and Jim Monell, memben of the C.Ommtttee to Stop the Cambridge Project, a coalition of mtMmperialilt
Hamrd and MIT. For further information, can 547-8046.
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